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CAN  YOU  REALLY  BLAME  ME  FOR  BEING  SCEPTICAL ? 

Or for that matter for not holding my breath! What on earth am I rambling on about this week? 

Well, as you can most likely guess it’s one of my favourite subjects – its weather forecasting. 

Encouraged by the recent announcements that the new weather satellite had come on stream and 

the promised accuracy of weather forecasting up to six days in advance, the race team of the 

Staffordshire Moorlands and District Federation, in the company of many other Federations that 

were due to race from westerly race points on the weekend of 22/23 August, decided to cancel their 

races due to the predictions of highly unfavourable flying conditions – particularly for young birds – 

for the days in question. Other Federations decided to ignore the weather warnings and marked 

their birds as usual on the Friday and travelled down to the liberation points. What sort of racing 

they had I do not know but liberations they certainly got because the predicted bad weather simply 

did not materialise. What chance do race advisors and convoyers have if they can’t rely on so called 

accurate weather forecasts? Maybe we should go back to the “old fashioned” way of doing things by 

going down to the race points no matter what and “hold over” if necessary – at least that would 

teach the birds to eat and drink in the baskets. Modern technology is certainly not the panacea it is 

cracked up to be - phoning down the line was much more reliable and having a feel of the seaweed 

outside your back door to see if it is raining gave you a completely accurate picture. 

No matter what decisions are taken the Race Team are on a hiding to nothing and we are left with 

many disappointed fanciers but having just spoken to the Federation Secretary I have been advised 

that provided no unforeseen circumstances prevent it and that satisfactory arrangements can be 

made, there should an additional race to the published race programme on Saturday 12 September 

probably from Hullavington. 

Packmoor News 

Even though there was no pigeon racing the characters at the Packmoor Club don’t let that stop 

them enjoying themselves, just have a read of Jeff Roberts contribution this week – pity there aren’t 

any pictures to illustrate the points he makes! Over to you Jeff. 

“Not too much to say today as there was no race this week because of the weather forecast for 

Saturday and Sunday. All I would say is when I notified Packmoor members they were 100% behind 

the decision to cancel because we want the race controllers to check all the information available to 

them and make a decision. Just to say I was listening to the weather forecast on Friday and it was 

said it was going to be an horrendous weekend weather wise. Now on to the good news - as there 

was no race Rob Slack, Dave Scragg and me plus Janet, Kath and Jackie all went the Grapes for a few 

pints and what a good night we had - I think I had better leave it at that, Jeff” 

Thanks Jeff for an insight into the social life at Packmoor. 



 
 

Macclesfield News 

Macclesfield’s Press Officer, Brenda Bowers, is now having great success in getting the club’s news 

published in the Fancy Press, so congratulations to her. News of last week’s Macclesfield winner 

together with a picture of “The Magician” has come from Brenda, so here it is. 

“On to the 4th young bird race of the season, this took place from Hullavington a distance of 118 

miles and the liberation was at 11.15hrs into a north west wind.  This turned out to be a testing race 

for the youngsters. In 1st and 2nd places this week were the partnership of G & M Greenwood on 

1419 and 1417ypm.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The winner a lambrechts cock, the sire a direct lambrechts, the dam direct lambrechts again from 

Jimmy Green , the 2nd a hen from two more lambrechts stock birds, this one a full sister to a hen 

that won 2 firsts last year. 

3rd and 4th places went to R Geary & Son on 1394 and 1375ypm, the first one from a Leo Heremans 

cock crossed with a John Allbutt hen of Staff van Reet  x Huybrechts breeding.  Rick and Simon’s 

second pigeon is a Soontjens from there well established stock.” 

Thank you Brenda.  

A much shorter piece than usual this week but let me finish by reminding all Moorlands members 

that they should have 100% returns from last weekend’s non racing and so all your Gold Ring and 

Breeder/Buyer race candidates should be safe and sound in the loft and raring to go next week in 

the final training race before the Bonanza Weekend – some good comes out of almost everything!  

Cheers for now. 

Brian Smith -  Press Officer 

 
  

The photo this week is of George Greenwood with one of his winners. 


